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Thymidine kinase 1 is a better prognostic marker than 
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Abstract: Objectives: The sensitivity and reliability of the biomarkers thymidine kinase 1 (TK1) and Ki-67 were stud-
ied in relation to clinical features and prognosis of survival for pathological-T1 (pT1) lung adenocarcinoma patients. 
Methods: TK1 and Ki-67 expression was determined in 80 patients with pT1 adenocarcinoma of the lung and in 
20 specimens from normal lung tissues, using immunohistochemistry. Results: TK1 was found in most lung tumor 
cells both in the cytoplasm and the nuclei. The positive labelling index (LI) for total TK1 was significantly higher than 
that for Ki-67. There was a significant correlation between the LI of total TK1 and lymph node metastasis, degree 
of tumor invasion and pathologic stages, which was not found for Ki-67. In addition, the overall 5-year survival of 
patients was statistically significant different between low and high levels of TK1 expression, but not in cases of 
Ki-67. A multivariate analysis revealed that expression of TK1, lymph node involvement and TNM pathology staging 
could serve as independent prognostic factors for the disease progression of pT1 lung adenocarcinoma patients. 
Conclusions: Compared with Ki-67, TK1 is a more reliable proliferation index in pT1 adenocarcinoma of lung, which 
can evaluate the invasion and the prognosis of tumor. 
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Introduction 

Lung cancer is the most commonly diagnosed 
cancer and the leading cause of cancer death 
globally. In males, the highest lung cancer inci-
dence rates are found in Eastern and Southern 
Europe, North America, Micronesia and 
Polynesia, and Eastern Asia. Among females, it 
is the fourth most commonly diagnosed cancer 
and the second leading cause of cancer death. 
Lung cancer is increasing in countries in Asia, 
for example in China, and in Africa [1]. In recent 
years, tomography scanning and imaging tech-
nology in combination with pathological TNM 
staging improved the survival of lung carcino-
ma patients. The pathologic T stage appeared 
to have significant impact on predicting patient 
survival. Patients with pT1-2 type of lung tumor 
behaved statistically significantly better (P = 
0.007) compared to patients with pT3-4 tumor 
[2]. Microscopic vascular invasion (MVI) is a 

stronger prognostic indicator than T size in T1a-
T2b categories. pT1 lung carcinoma tumor is 
defined as ≤ 3.0 cm in the greatest dimension. 
Despite complete resection, the prognosis of 
patients with pT1 lung adenocarcinoma is not 
consistent. In some cases, the 5-years survival 
is 100%, while other patients show short-term 
recurrence and metastasis, and thus poor sur-
vival [3]. In a cohort of 20,461 patients with 
lung cancer, 3,152 patients were identified as 
non-small lung cancer (NSCLC). The mortality 
hazard ratios of these patients were calculated 
during three consecutive time periods following 
surgery (0-1 month, 1 month-1 year and > 1 
year), according to Charlson comorbidity score 
(CCS 0, 1, 2, 3+). 5-year survival in the NSCLC 
patients with severe comorbidity was signifi-
cantly lower (38%, TP1+ CCS 3+) than in 
patients without comorbid disease (69%, TP1+ 
CCS 0). Thus, the pT1 classification should be 
combined with the CCS comorbidity score in 
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Table 1. Clinical and pathological data
Type Number of patients 
Total number 80
Mean age 59.3, 28-81
Sex
    Men 41
    Female 39
Smoker 22
Non-smoker 58
Lung lobectomy 70
Lobes wedge or 
segment resection 10
Tumor diameter 0.5-3 cm, mean 2.3 cm
Histological types:
Adenocarcinoma in situ 7
Micro-invasive adenocarcinoma 10
Invasive adenocarcinoma 63
    Acinar predominant 34
    Lepidic predominant 11
    Papillary predominant 9
    Micropapillary predominant 2
    Solid predominant with mucin production 6
    Invasive mucinous adenocarcinoma 1
Lymphatic/vascular invasion 17
Lymph node metastasis 18
Pathological stage:
IA 60
IIA 15
IIIA 3
IV 2
Proliferation biomarker (LI > 5%)
TK1 73
    TK1 cyto/nuclei 27
    TK1 in cyto only + cyto/nuclei 46
Ki-67 40

order to identify the patients which are most 
likely to benefit from surgery and adjuvant ther-
apy [4]. Furthermore, it is also important to 
evaluate the biological characteristics of pT1 
lung tumor and to identify factors related to 
lymph node metastasis, microscopic vascular 
invasion and stromal invasion, as well as the 
invasion of the inner and outer visceral pleura 
to improve the assessment of prognosis. A mul-
tivariate analysis showed that lymph node 
metastasis is a significant predictor of poor 
prognosis [5].

Tumor proliferation biomarkers have also been 
used for determining of the prognosis of lung 

cancer patients. Proliferation 
markers reflect the growth rates 
of a tumor, specifically in relation 
to un-control regulation of the cell 
cycle, which is a hallmark of can-
cer [6]. However, only Ki-67 and 
TK1 have been shown to be of 
independent prognostic values.

In this study we compared the 
usefulness of TK1 and Ki-67 in 
relation to pathological character-
istics and over-all 5-years survival 
of pT1 lung carcinoma patients. 
TK1 was found to be an indepen-
dent prognostic factor and more 
reliable than Ki-67. Although TK1 
is classically known as a cytosolic 
enzyme, several recent studies 
have demonstrated existence of a 
nuclear form of TK1 [7, 8] and 
determinations of both nuclear 
and cytosolic TK1 in tumor cells 
were done in this study.

Patients and methods

Patients

The clinical and pathological infor-
mation about the patients data 
are summarized in Table 1. pT1 
lung adenocarcinoma patients (n 
= 90) were recruited for this study 
during 1997~2007 at Jinling Hos- 
pital, Nanjing University School of 
Medicine, China. These patients 
underwent surgery, and complete 
clinical and pathological charac-
terization and follow-up results 
are available. The patients were 

classified according to the pTNM classification 
of the International Union Against Cancer (UICC) 
[9], i.e. having a tumor ≤ 3.0 cm in the greatest 
dimension, being surrounded by lung tissues or 
visceral pleura, but not involving the main bron-
chus. Some of these patients (n = 10) who had 
a medical history of pre-operative radiotherapy 
and chemotherapy was excluded from this 
study. The final number of patients investigated 
in this present study was 80 cases. Specimens 
from normal lung tissues from 20 patients with 
trauma (14 male and 6 female; median age, 55 
years; range 22-74) served as non-malignant 
controls. 
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Figure 1. Classification of the lung adenocarcinoma according to the new classification. A. Adenocarcinoma in situ: 
this tumor grows purely with a lepidic pattern. No foci of invasion or scarring are seen (× 40). B. Micro-invasive ad-
enocarcinoma: This tumor consists mostly of lepidic growth, but there is a scar with small foci of invasion (arrow) 
at the edge of the scar (× 100). C-F. Invasive adenocarcinoma: C. Papillary predominante (× 100). D. Invasive muci-
nous adenocarcinoma (× 100). E. Micro-papillary predominant (× 100). F. Solid predominant with mucin production 
(x 100). All sections were hematoxylin and eosine counterstained.

Histological and pathological assessment

Surgical specimens were fixed in 4% neutral 
buffered formaldehyde solution. Depending on 
the size of the tumor, they were embedded in 
three to six blocks of paraffin from which four-

micrometer-thick slices were cut and stained 
with hematoxylin-eosine (HE), followed by light 
microscope pathology assessment. The histo-
logical type were classified according to the 
International Society for the Study of Lung 
Cancer (IASLC), the American Thoracic Society 
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Figure 2. A. TK1 is simultaneously expressed in cytoplasm and nucleus of the tumor cells, but is also expressed 
only in the cytoplasm of some tumor cells (black arrows). (× 200, EnVision). B. Ki-67 is expressed in the nuclei of 
the tumor cells. (× 400, EnVision).

(ATS) and the European Respiratory Society 
(ERS) lung cancer multidisciplinary classifica-
tion scheme published in 2011 (referred to as 
the “new classification”) [10, 11]. Based on the 
degree of invasion, the tumors were classified 
as adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS), micro-invasive 
adenocarcinoma (also called minimally inva-
sion adenocarcinoma, MIA) and invasive ade-
nocarcinoma (Figure 1). The histopathological 
characteristics are shown in Table 1. 

Follow-up 

The follow-up information was obtained from 
the medical records of the clinic, by telephone 
or written contacts with the patients. The fol-
low-up time was from the date of surgery to 
death or last follow-up. The follow-up investiga-
tion was closed 15th of July, 2012. 

Immunohistochemistry 

TK1 and Ki-67 immunohistochemistry were 
performed on 4 μm thick slices of paraffin 
blocks. The slices were incubated with antibod-
ies against TK1 and Ki-67 using the EnVision 

immunohistochemical procedure (DAKO, Den- 
mark). The TK1 Ab was a gift from SSTK Ltd., 
(Shenzhen, China), Ki-67 Ab was purchased 
from DAKO, Denmark. TK1 expression was 
found in both cytoplasm and nuclei (Figure 2A). 
TK1 expression in some tumor cells was unique 
in the cytoplasm (Figure 2A). The percentage of 
these cells varied from about 1% to 10%. For 
the purpose of this study tumor cells express-
ing TK1 simultaneously in the cytoplasm and in 
the nuclei as well as cells where TK1 was found 
only in the cytoplasm were combined and 
denoted as “total TK1”. The tumor cells express-
ing TK1 in cytoplasma and nuclei simultane-
ously were denoted “cytoplasma/nuclei TK1”. 
Ki-67 was exclusively expressed in the nuclei of 
the tumor cells (Figure 2B). 

The numbers of antibody stained tumor and 
normal cells were counted among 100 cells at 
× 400 magnification and classified into four 
groups depending on the number of antibody 
stained cells: ≤ 5% “-”; 6-25% “+”; 26-50% “++”; 
≥ 50% “+++”. The percentages of labeled TK1 
and Ki-67 cells were denoted as labeling index 
(LI). LI index above 5% was denoted as “positive 
LI”. 
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Table 2. Expression of TK1 and Ki-67 in relation to clinicopathological features in pT1lung adenocar-
cinoma. The statistical analysis was done by the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test

Parameters n
TK1

P
Ki-67

P
- + ++ +++ - + ++ +++

Sex 0.431 0.192
    M 41 5 13 18 5 16 16 6 3
    F 39 7 14 13 5 21 16 1 1
Age 0.908 0.608
    ≤ 60 years 38 7 10 18 3 19 14 3 2
    > 60 years 42 5 17 13 7 18 18 4 2
Smoke 0.115 0.348
    yes 22 2 5 12 3 7 8 5 2
    no 58 10 22 19 7 30 24 2 2
Tumor size 0.133 0.709
    ≤ 2 cm 39 7 16 13 3 18 17 2 2
    > 2 cm 41 5 11 18 7 19 15 5 2
Lymphatic/vascular invasion 0.061 0.733
    yes 17 0 4 12 1 10 7 0 0
    no 63 12 23 19 9 27 25 7 4
Lymph node metastasis 0.009 0.577
    yes 18 0 3 13 2 11 7 0 0
    no 62 12 24 18 8 26 25 7 4
Histo. New classification < 0.001 0.341
    AIS + MIA 17 9 8 0 0 10 5 0 2
    Invasive adenocarcinoma 63 3 19 31 10 27 27 7 2
Path. Stage 0.004 0.451
    IA 60 12 24 16 8 26 23 7 4
    > 1A 20 0 3 15 2 11 9 0 0

Statistical analysis

The SPSS17.0 analysis software was used for 
the statistical calculations, including Chi-
square test for comparison of the rate between 
the two groups, the non-parametric Wilcoxon 
rank-sum test for comparison of the level of 
TK1 and Ki-67 expression between the two 
groups, Kaplan-Meier method and log-rank test 
when comparing survival rate, COX proportional 
hazard for multivariate analysis. A P-value less 
than 0.05 was regarded as statistically 
significance.

Results

The positive LI of total TK1 and Ki-67

The positive LI of total TK1 and Ki-67 was 
91.3% (73/80) and 50.0% (40/80), respective-
ly, which was a statistically significant differ-
ence (P = 0.011). There were no significant dif-
ferences between men and women.

TK1 and Ki-67 LIs in relation to clinicopatho-
logical features 

Of the clinicopathological features included, a 
statistically significant higher total TK1 LI was 
found in patients with lymph node metastasis 
(P = 0.009), in patients with invasive adenocar-
cinoma compared to AIS and MIA (P < 0.001) 
and in patients with stage above IA compared 
to stage IA (P = 0.004) (Table 2), which was not 
found for Ki-67. There was no statistically sig-
nificant difference in both total TK1 LI and 
Ki-67 LI according to gender, age, smoking his-
tory or vascular invasion (Table 2).

Survival analysis

The 5-year overall survival (OS) of AIS, MIA and 
invasive adenocarcinoma were 100%, 90% and 
53.7%, respectively (Figure 3A). Log rank analy-
sis showed a statistically significant difference 
of OS between MIA and invasive adenocarcino-
ma (P = 0.045). Since no death was found 
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similar, whereas better than that of invasive 
adenocarcinoma.

There was a significant difference in the 5-year 
over-all survival between pathology stage IA 
and above IA (P < 0.001), with and without 
lymph node metastasis (P < 0.001) and with 
and without vascular invasion (P = 0.001) (data 
not shown). 

LI of TK1 and Ki-67 in relation to 5-year over-
all survival

Patients were divided into two groups regarding 
LI, i.e. below 25% and above 25%, denoted as 
low and high LI, respectively.

Mortality

The mortalities during the 5-year follow-up of 
patients with low and high TK1 expression 
were 35.9% and 73.2%, respectively, which 
was significantly different (P = 0.003). The cor-
responding values for low and high Ki-67 were 
53.6% and 63.6%, respectively, which was also 
significantly different (P < 0.001). The differ-
ences in mortality levels between TK1 and 
Ki-67 concerning low (35.9% versus 53.6%) 
and high (73.2% versus 63.6%) LI groups were 
also significantly different (P < 0.001). Thus, 
TK1 is a more sensitive marker for mortality 
compare to Ki-67. 

Survival

The 5-year survival rates for low and high TK1 
LI was 83.5% and 38.8%, respectively. There 
was a significant difference between patients 
with low and high TK1 LI regarding the 5-year 
survival rates, both in the total TK1 group and 
in the cytoplasma/nuclei TK1 group of patients 
(total TK1 χ2 = 20.47, P < 0.001, Figure 3B; 
cytoplasm/nuclei χ2 = 22.05, P < 0.001, data 
not shown). The corresponding values for low 
and high Ki-67 LI were 65% and 55%, i.e. no 
significant difference in the survival was found 
between low and high Ki-67 LI (Figure 3C). 

Multivariate COX analyses 

A COX multivariate analysis was performed with 
total TK1 LI, invasiveness based on the new 
classification, pathology stages, lymph node 
metastasis and lymphatic/vascular invasion. 
Of these factors, only total TK1 LI, lymph node 

Figure 3. Over-all 5-year survival in relation to: (A) the 
new pathological stages, (B) total TK1, (C) and Ki-67.

among the AIS patients, no log rank analysis 
could be done. The mortality of AIS, MIA and 
invasive adenocarcinoma were 0%, 40% and 
65.1% during follow-up, respectively. There was 
a statistically significant difference of mortality 
between the AIS and invasive adenocarcinoma 
group (P = 0.001), while no statistically differ-
ence was found between the AIS and MIA 
group. The patient prognosis of AIS and MIA is 
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Table 3. COX multi-variate analysis
Variables p-values Hazard risk 95% CV
Total TK1 0.016 1.637 1.097-2.443
Pathology stage < 0.001 68.560 10.625-442.376
Lymphnode metastasis 0.001 23.201 3.512-153.246
lymphatic/vascular invasion 0.136 - -
New pathology stage 0.084 - -

metastasis and pathology stage showed signifi-
cance. Thus, these three parameters are inde-
pendent prognostic factors for overall survival 
(Table 3). 

Discussion 

Thymidine kinase (EC 2.7.1.21) (TK) is a key 
enzyme in the pyrimidine salvage pathway, 
catalysing transfer of the terminal phosphate 
from ATP to 5’-hydroxyl group of thymidine 
(dTdR), producing dTMP, which is subsequent-
ly incorporated into DNA. There are two forms 
cellular TK enzymes, one cytoplasmic form, 
thymidine kinase 1 (TK1), and one mitochon-
drial form, thymidine kinase 2 (TK2). TK2 is 
cell-cycle independent, while TK1 protein level 
is tightly correlated to S-G2 phases of the cell 
cycle and thus to overall cell proliferation. TK1 
plays a role in regulating the intracellular thymi-
dine pools throughout the cell cycle, but is 
probably also involved DNA repair process 
[12]. In proliferating normal cells and tumor 
cells, the synthesis of TK1 starts at the latter 
stage of the G1 phase and significantly 
increases until the late S-G2 phases [7]. TK1 
in non-proliferating cells and in serum of 
healthy persons is minimal or undetectable 
[7]. TK1 also provides information on recur-
rence, on 5-years survival of cancer patients 
and for monitoring the outcome of tumor thera-
py in lung, rectal, breast and cervical cancer 
patients [7, 12]. Thus, elevated TK1 is an 
important risk factor indicating a high prolifera-
tion capacity of tumors, leading to shorter 
survival. 

Ki-67 is a frequently used proliferation bio-
marker expressed in all stages of the cell cycle, 
except in the G0 phase [13, 14]. Several stud-
ies show that Ki-67, but not PCNA, is a good 
prognostic factor for recurrence in patients 
with NSCLC [15]. A multivariate analysis showed 
that EGFR and Ki-67 were independent nega-
tive prognostic factors for survival of squamous 
cell lung cancer patients [15], while lymph-node 
metastasis and Ki-67 were independent prog-

nostic parameters for overall sur-
vival in patients with NSCLC [16, 
17]. Multivariate COX regression 
analysis also showed that the 
Mini-chromosome maintenance 
factor (MCM7) is an independent 
prognostic marker, but not MCM2 
or Ki-67, in pT1 lung adenocarci-
noma patients [18]. 

TK1 was recently shown to increase earlier dur-
ing the G1 to S transition of the cell cycle than 
Ki-67 [6], suggesting that TK1 is a very efficient 
proliferating marker [6]. In a privious study we 
also found that TK1 was a more reliable and 
sensitive proliferating marker than Ki-67 in 
lung adenocarcinoma patients [19]. 

In our previous study on pT1 lung carcinoma 
patients [20], we showed for the first time that 
TK1 expression in tumor tissues correlated 
positively to 5-year survival. TK1 also improved 
the stromal invasion grading system for prog-
nostic evaluation and gave a further reliable 
assessment for prognosis. Even when the 
tumor reaches grade 3 of stromal invasion in 
patients with pT1 lung adenocarcinoma, as 
long as the TK1 expression still is low, these 
patients have a good prognosis. This explain 
why some patients with grade 3 stromal inva-
sion show better survival than others, i.e. their 
lung tumor may still have lower proliferation 
rates. In a multivariate analysis, TK1 expres-
sion was also found to be an independent prog-
nostic factor. Here we extended the previous 
study by comparing TK1 with Ki-67 and found 
that TK1 has some advantages over this ususal 
used proliferation marker. Total TK1-LI corre-
lated to lymph node metastasis, tumor inva-
sion, pathological stage and 5-year survival, 
whereas these was not observed for Ki-67. 
Multivariate analysis showed that total TK1 LI, 
lymph node metastasis and pathology stage 
were independent prognostic factors, but not 
Ki-67. 

In a recent study on patients with cervical carci-
noma we found that TK1 expression in the 
nuclei correlated to decreased 5-year survival 
[12]. Tumor cells with almost no TK1 expres-
sion in the nuclei (Cervical intraepithelial neo-
plasias type) showed good survival, while tumor 
cells with high TK1 expression in the nuclei 
(invasive carcinoma type) showed worse sur-
vival [12]. However, the results in the present 
study on the pT1 lung carcinoma did not con-
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firm that observation. The physiological signifi-
cance of TK1 in these two compartments, i.e. 
cytoplasm/nuclei, is the subject of a separate 
investigation. It is possible that TK1 re-local-
ized into the nuclei directly participates in 
repair of DNA, which could improve the survival 
of the tumor cells and consequently reduces 
the survival of the patients [12]. However, it is 
also known that TK1 accumulates in late S and 
G2 cells, particularly, when cells are subjected 
to DNA damage [21]. A fraction of TK1 may con-
stantly be transferred into the nuclei through 
co-transport processes. This may be is not 
linked to any functional role for nuclear TK1, 
but simply allow the detection of this form of 
TK1 by immunohistochemical methods once it 
exceeds a certain threshold level in the cyto-
plasma. Further studies are needed to clarify 
this interesting question.
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